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ABSTRACT

Express saccades represent the fastest possible eye movements to visual targets with reaction times that approach minimum sensory-motor conduction delays. Previous work in monkeys has identified two specific neural signals in the superior colliculus (SC: a midbrain sensorimotor integration structure involved in gaze control) that are required to execute express saccades: 1) pre-visual activity consisting of a low frequency increase in action potentials in sensory-motor neurons immediately prior to the arrival of a visual response; and 2) a transient visual-sensory response consisting of a high frequency burst of action potentials in visually responsive neurons resulting from the appearance of a visual target stimulus. In order to better understand how these two neural signals interact to produce express saccades, we manipulated the arrival time and magnitude of visual responses in the SC by altering target luminance and we examined the corresponding influences on SC activity and express saccade generation. We recorded from saccade neurons with visual, motor and pre-visual related activity in the SC of monkeys performing the gap saccade task while target luminance was systematically varied between 0.001 cd/m² and 42.5 cd/m² against a black background (~0.0001 cd/m²). Our results demonstrated that: 1) express saccade latencies were linked directly to the arrival time in the SC of visual responses produced by abruptly appearing visual stimuli; 2) express saccades were generated toward both dim and bright targets whenever sufficient pre-visual activity was present; and 3) target luminance altered the likelihood of producing an express saccade. When an express saccade was generated, visuomotor neurons increased their activity immediately prior to the arrival of the visual response in the SC and saccade initiation. Furthermore, the visual and motor responses of visuomotor
neurons merged into a single burst of action potentials, while the visual response of visual only neurons was unaffected. A linear combination model was used to test which SC signals best predicted the likelihood of producing an express saccade. In addition to visual response magnitude and pre-visual activity of saccade neurons, the model identified pre-saccadic activity (activity occurring during the 30ms epoch immediately prior to saccade initiation) as a third important signal for predicting express saccades. We conclude that express saccades can be predicted by visual, pre-visual and pre-saccadic signals recorded from visuomotor neurons in the intermediate layers of the SC.
INTRODUCTION

Express saccades reflect the fastest visually triggered saccadic eye movements in primates with latencies that approach the minimum efferent and afferent conduction delays between the retina and the extra-ocular muscles (Fischer and Boch 1983; Fischer and Weber 1993; Paré and Munoz 1996; Dorris et al. 1997). Here, the neural processing times that would otherwise be necessary to make higher order decisions about the meaning of stimuli or how to respond to them are bypassed. Thus, express saccades represent a "visual grasp reflex" (Hess et al. 1946) whereby abruptly appearing visual stimuli are directly transformed into saccadic motor commands to move the eyes toward them (Edelman and Keller 1996; Dorris et al. 1997; Sparks et al. 2000).

The superior colliculus (SC) is an oculomotor control structure in the midbrain that integrates sensory, motor, and cognitive signals related to visual orienting (Hall and Moschovakis 2003; Gandhi and Katnani 2011; White and Munoz 2011; Krauzlis et al. 2013). The SC is an ideal candidate for directly translating visual to motor activity during express saccades because it receives early visual input via the retino-tectal and retinogeniculo-cortico-tectal pathways (Fries 1984; Cusick 1988; Robinson and McClurkin 1989; Lock et al. 2003) and visuomotor neurons in the intermediate layers (SCi) project directly to the saccadic brainstem burst generator to drive saccades (Rodgers et al. 2006). Furthermore, the SC is critical in the generation of express saccades because when it is lesioned, express saccades are abolished (Schiller et al. 1987).

Visual neurons that lack saccade responses are believed to reside in the superficial SC (SCs) and reflect visual signals at an earlier stage of sensorimotor processing relative to visuomotor neurons in the SCi (Boehnke and Munoz 2008). Because these visual only
neurons do not exhibit motor activity, a change in their visual response between regular
and express saccades would indicate that express saccades are influenced at an early
stage of visual processing. Because neural correlates with express saccades have only
been reported in neurons with motor related activity in the SCi (Dorris and Munoz 1995;
Edelman and Keller 1996; Dorris et al. 1997; Sparks et al. 2000), we hypothesize that
express saccades are triggered at a later stage of sensorimotor integration that is closer to
the motor output. Consequently, the visual response in visual only SC neurons should be
unaffected across regular and express saccades.

Historically, express saccades have been defined using behavioral criteria; specifically, the presence of multiple modes within a distribution of saccade latencies (Fischer and Boch 1983; Fischer and Ramsperger 1984). However, more recently it was suggested that this definition is incomplete and that an expanded definition links express saccades to the temporal occurrence of visual responses in the SCi (Edelman and Keller 1996; Dorris and Munoz 1998; Sparks et al. 2000). Regular latency saccades have longer latencies than express saccades. During a visually-triggered regular latency saccade, high frequency bursts of action potentials related to visual target appearance and saccade onset can be observed as temporally separate events on SCi visuomotor neurons (Fig. 1; blue traces). However, during an express saccade, these visual and motor responses temporally merge (Edelman and Keller 1996; Dorris et al. 1997; Dorris and Munoz 1998; Sparks et al. 2000), to produce a single burst of action potentials. This merged response is often of higher frequency than the distinct and temporally separate visual and motor responses that are observed during regular latency saccades (Fig. 1; red traces). Because the motor response that drives an express saccade is time locked to the visual response (Edelman
and Keller 1996; Dorris and Munoz 1998; Sparks et al. 2000), which correspondingly changes with stimulus luminance (Bell et al. 2006; Li and Basso 2008; Marino et al. 2012a; Tanaka et al. 2013), we hypothesize that express saccade latencies are not fixed to a specific temporal range, but are instead dependent on stimulus specific visual response onset latencies in the SCi.

Increases in low frequency (<100 Hz) SCi activity prior to the appearance of a visual target also influences express saccade generation (Dorris et al. 1997; Dorris and Munoz 1998). This pre-visual activity (Fig. 1; red traces) increases relative to the amount of predictive foreknowledge of where or when a visual target will appear (Dorris and Munoz 1998; Basso and Wurtz 1998) and has been shown to correlate with increased express saccade likelihood (Dorris et al. 1997). These observations have led to the development of a threshold based model for express saccade generation in the SCi (Fig. 1B). In this model, an express saccade is generated when a visual response is significantly large enough to cross a neural trigger threshold and initiate a visually guided saccade (Edelman and Keller 1996; Dorris and Munoz 1998). When added to pre-visual activity, the peak of the visual response is increased, thereby making it even more likely to cross threshold and trigger an express saccade. Without sufficient pre-visual activity, it is less likely that a visual response in isolation would be strong enough to cross this saccade threshold (Dorris et al. 1997; Dorris and Munoz 1998). Based on this hypothesis, both the magnitude of the visual response and the amount of accumulated pre-visual activity should combine to determine whether an express saccade is triggered.

Here, we examine this hypothesis by testing how changes to the magnitude and timing of the visual response and the amount of accumulated buildup activity interact to
influence express saccade production. This was accomplished by systematically manipulating target luminance in a gap task that facilitates express saccade generation. Because altered target luminance modulates the onset latency of visual responses (Gawne 2000; Bell et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2007; Li and Basso 2008; Marino et al. 2012a; Tanaka et al. 2013), the amount of time available for pre-visual activity to accumulate also changes. We hypothesize that express saccades can still be performed toward dim targets because weaker visual responses can be compensated for by increased pre-visual activity that continues to accumulate in the gap task when the visual response is delayed.

METHODS

Animal preparation

All animal care and experimental procedures were in accordance with the Canadian Council on Animal Care policies on use of laboratory animals and approved by Queen’s University Animal Care Committee. Three adult male monkeys (Macaca mulatta 5-7 yrs, 8-12 Kg) were trained to perform several oculomotor tasks. Data from 2 out of 3 of the monkeys has been published previously (Marino et al. 2012a). The surgical techniques required to prepare animals for neuronal and eye movement recordings in our laboratory have been described previously (Marino et al. 2008). In brief, all animals underwent surgery under aseptic conditions for the insertion of eye coils, a stainless steel head holder, and a recording chamber that was mounted on the skull using stainless steel bone screws and dental acrylic. The recording chamber was oriented towards the SC at an angle of 38° posterior of vertical in the mid-sagittal plane. Monkeys were given at least 4 weeks to recover prior to resuming of behavioral training.
Experimental tasks and behavioral stimuli

All behavioral tasks, data collection and recording techniques have been described previously (Marino et al. 2012a). Monkeys were seated in a primate chair with their heads restrained for the duration of an experiment (1-3 hours). They faced a display cathode ray tube monitor that provided an unobstructed view of the central visual area 50° x 60°. Extracellular recording was performed with tungsten microelectrodes (0.5-5 MΩ impedance, Frederick Haer) inserted through guide tubes (23 gauge) that were anchored in delrin grids (Crist et al., 1988). Electrodes were advanced with a hydraulic microdrive (Narishege M095) into the SC where we proceeded to isolate single neurons.

The monkeys were required to perform two blocked visually-guided saccade tasks (Fig. 2A,B). Each trial required the monkeys to generate a single saccade from the central fixation point (FP) to a peripheral visual target (T). At the start of each trial, the screen turned black and after a period of 250 ms a circular grayscale FP of constant luminance (0.25° diameter spot, 3.5cd/m²) appeared at the center of the screen against a black background (~0.0001 cd/m²). Fixation of the FP was required for a variable period (500 - 800 ms) until either a small circular 0.25° grayscale T appeared (delay task), or the FP was extinguished (gap task). During the inter-trial interval (800-1500 ms duration), the display screen was diffusely illuminated(0.5 cd/m²).

The delay task (Fig. 2A) was used to isolate and classify the visual and motor response of each neuron. The delay period in this task temporally separated neural activity that was related to the appearance of a visual target and the saccadic motor response. In this task, the monkeys were required to continue fixating the FP for an
additional 500-800 ms after T appearance. Only after FP disappearance was the monkey allowed to initiate a saccade to the T.

The gap task (Fig. 2B) was used to elicit pre-visual activity in the SC, reduce SRT, and facilitate the production of express saccades. (Edelman and Keller 1996; Dorris et al. 1997; Dorris and Munoz 1998; Sparks et al. 2000). In this task, monkeys were required to make a saccade to the visual target immediately after its appearance. A 200 ms period of darkness (gap) was inserted into each trial between FP disappearance and T appearance (Saslow 1967), which reduced SRT and facilitated generation of express saccades (Fischer and Boch 1983; Fischer 1986; Fischer and Weber 1993). The 200ms gap period imposes temporal predictability that may serve to shape the pre-saccadic activity. During this gap period, the monkey was required to continue fixating the location of the extinguished FP until the T appeared either in or opposite to the location of each neuron's peak visual response field (RF). Response fields were mapped online and targets were placed at the target location that yielded the greatest visual and/or motor response (Marino et al. 2008). The monkeys were required to initiate a saccade to the T within 1000ms of its appearance.

FP luminance was held constant at 3.5 cd/m\(^2\) and seven distinct target luminance levels (0.001 cd/m\(^2\), 0.005 cd/m\(^2\), 0.044 cd/m\(^2\), 0.4 cd/m\(^2\), 3.5 cd/m\(^2\), 17.5 cd/m\(^2\), and 42.5 cd/m\(^2\)) were randomly interleaved within each block of trials. Luminance was measured with an optometer (UDT instruments, model S471) that was positioned directly against the screen of the monitor and centered on the stimulus. After each correct trial the monkey was rewarded with fruit juice or water. 10 to 20 correct trials per luminance
condition were recorded in the gap task and 6 to 10 trials per luminance condition were recorded in the delay task.

**Neuron Analysis and Classification**

Trains of action potentials (averaged across all correct saccade trials to the same target location) were convolved into spike density functions for each neuron using either a Poisson kernel (growth constant = 1ms, decay constant = 20ms) (Thompson et al. 1996) or a Gaussian kernel ($\sigma = 5$ms) for each spike. A Poisson kernel was used to calculate response onset times and pre-visual activity because it only implemented temporal smoothing after each spike while the Gaussian kernel was used to calculate peak responses because it calculated a balanced average of neural activity. Spike density functions were aligned on target appearance in order to analyze visual responses and pre-visual activity, and aligned on saccade onset when analyzing motor responses.

Neurons were classified based on their visual- or saccade-related responses in the delay task when the T was placed at the peak location within their RF. Visual and saccade related activity was classified relative to two specific baseline epoch periods (Fig. 2A). Visual baseline activity was calculated as the average discharge from all correct trials during the last 100 ms of active fixation of the FP prior to T appearance. Saccade baseline activity was calculated from the average discharge from all correct trials 100-50ms prior to the onset of the saccade (Fig. 2A). A visual response was classified based on an increase of target aligned activity (Gaussian kernel) greater than 50 spikes/s above the visual baseline and significant by a non-parametric Rank Sum test ($p < 0.05$).
during the visual epoch (50-150ms after target appearance but prior to the saccade epoch). A motor response (Gaussian kernel) was classified based on an increase activity in the saccade epoch (+/- 10 ms around the onset of the saccade) that was greater than 50 spikes/s above both the visual and saccade baselines and significant by a non-parametric Rank Sum test (p <0.05). Saccade activity was required to exceed the saccade baseline (in addition to the visual baseline) in order to ensure that any sustained tonic visual activity related to the continued presence of the target in the delay task would not be misclassified as motor related saccade activity. Based on these criteria we analyzed 46 visual only (VONLY), 94 visual-motor (VM), and 6 motor only (MONLY) neurons across 3 monkeys.

A subset of the saccade-related neurons (VM and M) were further sub-classified as buildup neurons based on whether or not they exhibited significant pre-visual activity in the gap task after the disappearance of the FP but prior to the arrival of the visual response in the SC (Munoz and Wurtz 1995). Neurons with buildup activity were classified based on a significant increase in activity during the pre-visual epoch (10 to 40 ms after T appearance) relative to the visual baseline epoch (last 100ms of active fixation prior to FP disappearance) (Fig. 2B). This ensured that buildup activity was measured prior to the arrival of the target-related visual response in the SC (Marino et al. 2012a).

Significant buildup activity required that the activity in the pre-visual epoch be at least 15 spikes/s greater than the activity in the visual baseline epoch and significant by a non-parametric Rank Sum test (p <0.05). Based on these criteria, 31 of 94 VM neurons exhibited buildup activity, all of the MONLY neurons (6 of 6) exhibited buildup activity, and none of the VONLY neurons (0 of 46) exhibited significant buildup activity. Mean population activity was calculated from the unnormalized spike density functions from all
neurons within the same classification group. Each neuron contributed a single trial-averaged spike density function per condition and was weighted equally within the calculated mean population activity.

Behavioral Analyses

Data were analyzed offline with custom Matlab (Matlab 7.4, Mathworks Inc) software. The start and end of saccades were determined automatically from velocity and acceleration criteria and then verified offline by the experimenter. To determine the shortest SRT for visually-driven saccades, we compared the binned (5ms) SRT distributions for correct (towards target) and direction error (opposite target) saccades in the two target gap task. The shortest visually driven SRT latency was determined at each target luminance as the earliest latency when correct saccades significantly outnumbered direction errors (for details see Marino and Munoz 2009; Marino et al. 2012a). Behavioral saccade data from monkey 3 was excluded from analysis due to the small number of express saccades performed (mean 4.9% +/- 0.8% collapsed across luminance conditions). All mean values reported also include the standard error of the mean unless stated otherwise.

Neuron Analyses

The timing (visual response onset latency: VROL) and peak magnitude of the initial phasic burst of the visual response were calculated at each target luminance level in relation to express saccades for all neurons that had a significant visual response. VROL was determined (relative to the time the target appeared) from target aligned spike
density functions (Poisson kernel) at each target luminance for each neuron. VROL was defined as the onset of stable (at least 20ms) statistical significance ($p<0.05$) between the mean activity during the visual baseline and a moving temporal window (1 ms resolution, 1ms increment) within the visual epoch (non-parametric Rank Sum test) (Fig. 2A).

Because VROL changed with target luminance, anticipatory saccade (saccades with SRTs less than the luminance specific afferent visual delays) cut-off times were calculated separately at each luminance specific VROL (for details see Marino et al. 2012).

The effect of luminance on the accumulated amount of buildup activity was determined from the combined population of VM and $M_{ONLY}$ neurons that exhibited significant build-up activity. This parameter was calculated from the summated area under the curve of the target-aligned spike density function from target appearance until 10 ms prior to the mean luminance specific VROL (VROL occurred earlier with increasing luminance) in the gap task. Both the VROL and accumulated buildup were calculated using the Poisson function instead of a Gaussian function to ensure that each luminance specific VROL was not artificially shifted earlier in time. The amounts of accumulated buildup that was calculated at each luminance level were compared to each other using a z test for proportions. All statistical comparisons were calculated with repeated measures ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons unless stated otherwise. All mean values reported also include the standard error of the mean unless stated otherwise.

Express saccade ranges were defined independently at each target luminance value from the timing of the corresponding VROL and shortest visually triggered SRTs.
We defined express saccades as visually triggered saccades where the visual response was temporally merged with the motor response within VM neurons in the SCi. Because there was no clear separation between the regular and express saccade latencies at several target luminance levels, we estimated the express saccade range based upon the neurophysiological responses. The mean time difference between the VROL and the shortest SRT bin (Fig. 3B) was 16.02 ms +/- 2.6 ms. Therefore we defined the express saccade range as a 30 ms epoch beginning 15 ms after each luminance specific VROL in the gap task. We chose this conservative 30ms epoch in order to help ensure that only express saccades were included. This estimation of the express saccade range could be subject to error if the regular and express saccade distributions significantly overlap within the first 45ms of each luminance specific VROL.

Expanded Express Saccade Model

It was hypothesized that express saccades are generated when the visual response and buildup activity in the SC sum together to cross a neural threshold and trigger a saccade (Dorris et al. 1997; Dorris and Munoz 1998). In order to test this model, we examined how changes to the combined peak visual response and accumulated buildup activity at each luminance level affected the proportion of express saccades that were produced. Since it is unclear how much of the pre-visual activity is temporally integrated to influence the merged visual and motor response during express saccades, we calculated pre-visual activity from both a long (cumulative buildup calculated from the time of T appearance) and a short (instantaneous buildup calculated from an averaged 10ms window ending 10ms before the luminance specific VROL) temporal window. The
individual contributions of the peak visual response and cumulative buildup activity were normalized and the proportion of express saccades produced was modelled as a linear combination of each signal:

$$w_1(V_{peak}) + w_2(BU) = \% \text{ Express Saccades Produced}$$

where $w_1$ and $w_2$ are the strengths of the proportional weights of the normalized visual peak response ($V_{peak}$) and buildup activity ($BU$). Values of $w_1$ and $w_2$ were calculated that most closely matched the measured proportions of express saccades that were produced at each luminance level. This enabled the model to predict the relative importance of changes to the peak magnitude of the visual response relative to the accumulated buildup activity in influencing the likelihood of producing an express saccade.

**RESULTS**

**Target Luminance Modulated Express Saccade Latency**

We assessed the links between express saccade latency and neural response latency by examining how the timing of neural visual responses and the shortest visually triggered SRTs co-varied with target luminance. Figure 3A illustrates the effects of a changing target luminance on the underlying SRT distribution and the corresponding visual response in VM neurons. When target luminance was decreased toward detection threshold (top traces), the VROL and peak of the visual response in VM neurons occurred significantly later in time (Fig. 3A, Colored lines), and the earliest time for a visually-triggered saccade (non-anticipatory) also occurred significantly later in time (Fig. 3A, histogram: dotted black lines denote first bin in SRT distribution where
performance exceeds anticipatory chance, Binary sign test $p<0.05$). Figure 3B summarizes the temporal changes to the visual and earliest SRT response as a function of target luminance calculated from the mean of each recording session. As target luminance increased, VROL and the time of peak visual response decreased. In addition, the onset time of the express epoch also decreased. The mean time between each luminance specific VROL and the earliest visually triggered SRT bin was $16\text{ms} +/- 2.7\text{ms}$, whereas the mean time between each luminance specific peak visual response time and earliest triggered SRT bin was $-7.5\text{ms} +/- 2.8\text{ms}$ (SE). The time difference between the means of the earliest visually-triggered SRT bin and the VROL were significantly different (Bonferroni corrected pair-wise comparisons $p > 0.05$), except for the 2 dimmest luminance levels (Bonferroni corrected pair-wise comparisons $p < 0.05$). The time differences between the earliest visually-triggered SRT bin and the peak of the visual response were not significantly different (Bonferroni corrected pair-wise comparisons $p > 0.05$) at all but the 2 dimmest luminance levels (Bonferroni corrected pair-wise comparisons $p < 0.05$). This suggests that at all but the dimmest target luminance levels, a visually triggered saccade was not launched until the visual response approached its peak level. The timing of both the neural visual response and fastest visually triggered SRT co-varied with target luminance, suggesting that the corresponding express saccade ranges were not fixed but instead varied systematically with target luminance. The maximum difference between the fastest and slowest mean VROL, time of peak visual response, and earliest visually triggered SRT was VROL: $90.6\text{ms} +/- 2.6$ (SE); Peak Time: $92.4\text{ms} +/- 2.8$ (SE); SRT: $80$ ms (Fig. 3A, difference of bins), indicating that express saccade ranges were altered by more than $80\text{ms}$ across
the luminance ranges employed here. Furthermore, VROL was linearly related to and highly correlated with both the peak time of the visual response (Fig. 3C; gray line: slope = 1.05, r = 0.996, p<0.05) and the earliest SRT response time (Fig. 3C; black line: slope = 0.93, r = 0.995, p<0.05).

**Target Luminance Modulated the Likelihood of Producing an Express Saccade**

In order to determine how target luminance modulated the likelihood of producing an express saccade, we calculated the proportion of express saccades produced within the 30 ms express saccade epoch (as determined by the timing of the VROL and time of the earliest visually triggered SRT bin; See Methods). Figure 3D (gray line) illustrates the percent of express saccades produced at each luminance level from the 2 monkeys that performed a significant number of express saccades. The curve formed an inverted U-shaped function whereby the percent of express saccades increased from 0.001 cd/m² to 3.5 cd/m² (z test for proportions z=4.85, p<0.01), and then decreased from 3.5 cd/m² to 42.5 cd/m² (z test for proportions z=6.88, p<0.01). Because our estimate of the express saccade epoch did not account for possible overlap between regular and express saccade distributions, the calculated proportion of express saccades may be overestimated at target luminance levels below 3.5 cd/m² where the regular and express saccade latency distribution modes are indistinctly separated (Fig. 3A).

**The Visual Responses of VONLY Neurons were Unchanged during Express Saccades**

Visual neurons that lacked saccade responses are believed to reside in the SCs and reflect earlier stages of visual processing relative to the SCi (Boehnke and Munoz 2008).
The model (Fig. 1) asserts that express saccades are triggered at the sensorimotor integration level of the SCi; however, if express saccades are triggered earlier in the sensory-to-motor transformation, then we would expect the earliest visual only responses to be increased or altered during express saccades. In order to determine whether $V_{\text{ONLY}}$ signals were altered during the production of express saccades, we compared the $V_{\text{ONLY}}$ neuron population during express and regular latency saccades with a running t-test (Fig. 4). Neural population activity comparing regular and express saccades was calculated separately at each target luminance condition. Neurons were only included within the express saccade comparison population at a given luminance condition if both regular and express saccade trials were elicited. There was no difference in the target aligned population activity from the time of the visual response until more than 100ms after response onset, indicating that the peak and duration of the initial visual response was unchanged (5ms windows, t-test, $p>0.05$). (Fig. 4A). Furthermore there were no consistent differences between express and regular saccades across the 7 different target luminance conditions. When aligned on saccade onset (Fig. 4B), there was an increase in activity immediately prior to the saccade (due to the visual response) at all luminances above 0.4 cd/m² (5ms windows, t-test, $p<0.05$), except the brightest luminance where the statistical significance of this difference dropped ($p=0.13$). At target luminances of 0.044cd/m² and below, the reduced visual response to the dim stimuli did not contribute enough to separate the activity significantly between regular and express saccades (Fig. 4B). Therefore, $V_{\text{ONLY}}$ neurons in the SCs do not contribute directly to express saccade generation.
Merging of Sensory and Motor Responses in VM Neurons During Express Saccades

During an express saccade, the visual and motor responses of VM neurons in the SCi merge (Edelman and Keller 1996; Dorris et al. 1997; Sparks et al. 2000). In order to examine how merged visuomotor responses differed from temporally separated visual responses during regular-latency saccades, we compared the visual and motor responses of VM neurons during express and regular-latency saccades using a running t-test (Fig. 5, overlapping black asterisks). When aligned to target appearance (Fig. 5A), express saccades were accompanied by increased pre-visual activity as well increased activity immediately after the peak of the visual response. When aligned on saccade onset (Fig. 5B), express saccades had increased activity immediately prior to saccade initiation at all luminances above 0.044 cd/m².

Target Luminance Impacts Peak Visual Response and Accumulated Buildup Activity

Increases in both buildup activity (Dorris et al. 1997; Dorris and Munoz 1998) and visual response magnitude (Marino et al. 2012a) in SCi neurons correlate with SRT and express saccade production. However, a reciprocal relationship may exist whereby the delayed onset of visual responses to dimmer stimuli may allow additional time for pre-visual activity to accumulate. Such a reciprocal relationship could influence the likelihood of crossing the saccade threshold and generating an express saccade. In order to examine this relationship in detail, we calculated the luminance dependant changes to buildup activity and visual response magnitude in the SCi during the gap task.
Figure 6A,C illustrates the effect of target luminance on the magnitude of the visual response. Only VM neurons with no significant buildup activity (N = 63 neurons; See Methods) were used for this calculation to avoid contamination by buildup activity. There was a main effect of luminance on the peak of the visual response (Peak Magnitude: gap) F(6,654) = 102.9, P < 0.01). As luminance was increased from 0.001 cd/m² to 42.5 cd/m², the VROL occurred earlier and had a higher peak (Fig. 6A). Figure 6C illustrates the mean of the peak visual response at each luminance level for the 63 VM neurons without buildup activity. As luminance increased from 0.001 to 0.4 cd/m², the mean peak visual response increased (Bonferroni corrected pair-wise comparisons p < 0.05). Above 0.4 cd/m² the trend of the peak visual response increased, however these increases were not significant (p>0.05).

Figure 6B,D illustrates the effect of target luminance on buildup activity from the combined population of all VM and MONLY neurons with buildup activity (See Methods). When the onset of the visual response was delayed for dimmer target stimuli, the amount of pre-visual activity increased (Fig. 6B). Figure 6D illustrates the effect of target luminance on pre-visual activity among neurons with buildup activity. Pre-visual activity started to increase during the gap period and continued to increase until the onset of the visual response (Fig. 6B). It is unclear how much of the pre-visual activity is temporally integrated to influence the merged visual and motor response during express saccades. Because of this uncertainty, we calculated pre-visual activity from both a long (cumulative buildup calculated from the time of T appearance) and a short (instantaneous buildup calculated from an averaged 10ms window ending 10ms before the luminance specific VROL) temporal window. As target luminance increased, both the cumulative
and the instantaneous pre-visual activity measures decreased with increasing target luminance (Fig. 6D).

Predicting Express Saccades From Neural Parameters

Previous studies (Dorris et al. 1997; Dorris and Munoz 1998) have suggested that both the visual response and buildup activity combine to influence express saccade generation (Fig. 1). However, it is unclear what the relative influence of these neural parameters is, or whether they alone are sufficient to predict express saccades. In order to address this question, we fit a linear model to the data that calculated a weighted combination of each neural parameter (peak visual response and buildup activity) that best fit the calculated likelihood of producing an express saccade at each of the 7 target luminance levels tested (See Methods). The resulting weightings of the visual peak and accumulated buildup parameters provided evidence as to which signal most strongly influenced express saccade production.

Figure 7A illustrates the sum of squares error (SSE) of the best model fits of physiologically derived parameters to the calculated express saccade likelihood at each experimental target luminance level. Both the cumulative (white bars) and instantaneous buildup activity were independently calculated and modelled separately (see methods). We used a bootstrapping method to inform the statistical significance of SSE comparisons. Bootstrapping of the best fits of the express saccade proportions to neural parameters were calculated from a random sampling (with replacement) of the 7 experimental luminance levels with 10000 repetitions. The resulting bootstrapped SSEs were normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p < 0.01) and non-overlapping 95%
confidence intervals (CI) were used to determine statistically significant differences. Using this statistical method, when two parameters (peak and build-up) were assessed (Fig. 7A left side), there was a significantly reduced SSE (non-overlapping CI in bootstrapped comparisons) when instantaneous build-up was used compared to cumulative build-up. Overall, the linear combination of the peak visual response and buildup alone could not account well for express saccade likelihood and yielded a high SSE (Fig. 7A left side). This remaining error suggested that additional parameters are required.

When express saccades occurred, we observed an increase in activity in all VM and V only neurons immediately prior to (~30ms) saccade onset (Fig. 4B, 5B overlapping black asterisks denote significant differences). This significant increase in activity immediately prior to the saccade was not present when target luminance levels were below 0.4 cd/m², and it decreased in duration at the brightest target luminance level (42.5 cd/m²). Because this pattern was consistent with the observed decrease in express saccades at the brightest luminances (Fig. 3D), we added cumulative pre-saccadic activity from VM and V-only neurons (Fig. 4B, 5B) as additional parameters to the model. Cumulative pre-saccadic activity was calculated from the cumulative difference between the saccade aligned activity of V and VM neurons during regular and express saccades. These cumulative differences were only calculated when the activity between regular and express saccades were significantly different (Fig 4B, 5B overlapping black asterisks) over the 30ms temporal window immediately prior to saccade onset. We also examined VROL as an additional physiological parameter in the model to determine whether it improved the model’s ability to predict of express saccade likelihood.
When three parameters were tested (Fig. 7A right side), the addition of pre-saccadic activity from VM neurons yielded the lowest SSE and yielded a model fit that was significantly better than VROL or pre-saccadic activity from V-only neurons at predicting express saccades regardless of whether the cumulative (Fig. 7A white bars) or instantaneous build-up (Fig. 7A grey bars) was used (non-overlapping CI in bootstrapped comparisons). The difference in SSE between instantaneous and cumulative build-up was significant in all the two and three parameter model fits with the exception of the lowest error condition where pre-saccadic activity from VM neurons was included (non-overlapping CI in bootstrapped comparisons).

The modelled best fits resulted in calculated weights for each combination of neural parameters (Fig. 7B). In both the two and three parameter case, instantaneous build-up was weighted higher than cumulative build up. This indicates that build-up activity is most predictive of express saccades then when it is sampled immediately prior to the visual response. When three parameters were modelled (Fig. 7B right panel), the peak visual response and build-up were weighted more strongly than pre-saccadic activity from VM neurons. This suggests that these two parameters still have the strongest influence on whether an express saccade is generated. Figure 7C illustrates the best model fits (grey solid and dashed lines) to the measured express saccade behavior (Fig. 7C black solid line). Only the three parameter model that combines the peak visual response, instantaneous build-up, and pre-saccadic activity is best able to reflect the decreasing trend in express saccades at the highest target luminance levels.

DISCUSSION
Here, we have shown that the latency and likelihood of producing express saccades was dependent on the properties of the visual stimulus. Specifically, target luminance altered the timing and magnitude of visual responses in the SC. In addition, changes to the timing of the visual response also altered the amount of accumulated buildup activity in the SCi. These modulations to the visual response and buildup activity combined to influence express saccade latency and likelihood. Altered stimulus luminance and contrast has been shown previously to affect retinal transduction times (Lennie 1981; Barbur et al. 1998), as well as the timing and magnitude of visual responses in the SC (Bell et al. 2006; Marino et al. 2012a), lateral intraparietal area (Tanaka et al. 2013), primary visual cortex (Gawne 2000), and V4 (Lee et al. 2007). As a consequence, at dimmer luminance levels (< 0.044 cd/m²) a smaller proportion of express saccades were generated at significantly slower latencies (130-160 ms) and with less bimodality in the underlying distribution than traditionally reported. Based on our observations, we propose an expanded definition for express saccades that does not require bimodality in the underlying SRT distribution and does not involve an absolute latency range. As target luminance decreased, the separation between the regular and express saccade modes within SRT distributions correspondingly decreased until they merged together (below 0.4 cd/m²). Because we defined express saccades as being temporally linked to the timing of the visual response in the SCi, and the visual responses were delayed at dimmer luminance levels, we observed express saccades at longer latencies even when no bimodality was evident in the SRT distribution (i.e., at luminance levels below 0.044 cd/m², Fig. 3A). This result suggests that the neural mechanisms underlying express saccade generation are highly sensitive to external
stimulus properties like luminance. Furthermore, express saccades can only be accurately
dissociated from regular saccades when the timing of the visual response in the SCi is
known. This issue is especially relevant for clinical behavioral studies of saccades where
the specific temporal parameters of the visual response are not usually measured or taken
into account when analyzing express or shorter latency saccades (Fischer 1986; Carpenter
2001; Munoz et al. 2003; Chan et al. 2005; Dickov and Morrison 2006).

Influences of Pre-visual Activity on Express Saccades

It has been previously shown that the amount of buildup activity in the SCi
correlated with saccade latency and that this enhanced discharge strongly predicted when
an express saccade will be generated (Dorris et al. 1997). The amount of buildup activity
can be modulated by internally-driven factors such as target predictability (Basso and
Wurtz 1997; Dorris and Munoz 1998; Basso and Wurtz 1998) and the expected value of
saccadic goals (Milstein and Dorris 2007). In our study, pre-visual activity was
manipulated by purely sensory mechanisms that delayed when the visual response arrived
in the SCi, thus impacting the time available for pre-visual activity to accumulate. We
observed a reciprocal relationship between the timing of the visual response and the
accumulated amount of buildup activity present in the SCi prior to saccades. Specifically,
delayed visual responses to dimmer stimuli resulted in additional time for buildup activity
to accumulate. This increased buildup at lower luminance levels likely helped to
facilitate the reduced proportion of express saccades that we observed. Without this
increased buildup, it is unlikely that the reduced visual response at lower luminance
levels would enable any express saccades to be triggered at all. Evidence from a human
express saccade study (Rolfs and Vitu 2007) suggests that saccade metrics are computed before the target is displayed, which further highlights the importance of advanced motor preparation for express saccade production.

Influences of the Visual Response on Express Saccades

Several stimulus-driven factors influence express saccades. For example, when multiple distant visual targets abruptly appear during visual search tasks where an oddball target is presented amongst distractors, express saccades are almost never made (McPeek and Schiller 1994; Weber and Fischer 1994). However, express saccades can be elicited during scanning tasks when multiple stable objects are present, but an abrupt appearance of a single target at an anticipated location is still required (Sommer 1994; Sommer 1997). When multiple targets appear abruptly, express saccades tend to only be made if: 1) a temporal asynchrony is introduced to the time the targets appear (Schiller et al. 2004), or 2) if only 2 targets are presented within close spatial proximity (i.e., within 45° of visual angle from each other) (Edelman and Keller 1996; Edelman and Keller 1998). When visual targets are presented in close proximity, the corresponding activity on the SC sensory-motor map for nearby visual targets will likely overlap (Edelman and Keller 1998; Anderson et al. 1998; Marino et al. 2012b) forming a single hill of activity on the SC map rather than multiple competing ones.

Here, we have demonstrated that target luminance is an important factor that influences the express saccade generating mechanism by determining when and how often express saccades are made. Luminance also impacts the influence of prediction because changes to the timing of the visual transient allowed more buildup activity to
accumulate and influence saccade generation. This study further extends previous studies whereby Boch and colleagues (Boch et al. 1984) observed a decrease in express saccades with decreasing luminance, and Weber and colleagues (Weber et al. 1991) did not show any effect of luminance contrast on the proportion of express saccades generated. However as we have discussed, without insight into the corresponding modulations to the visual response, it is difficult to interpret their negative result. This highlights the importance of understanding how altered stimulus properties affect the timing and magnitude of visual responses in the SCi before predictions or explanations can be made as to how it impacts saccade performance.

Express Saccades without SRT Distribution Bimodality

Express saccades were first defined by the earliest distinct mode present within a multimodal SRT distribution (Fischer and Boch 1983; Fischer 1986). However, the SRT distributions (Fig. 3A) only demonstrate clear bimodality at the brightest luminance levels employed. This bimodality gradually merged into a single mode when luminance levels decreased toward detection threshold. However, if an express saccade was not defined by bimodality, but instead by the temporal merging of visual and saccade motor responses in the SCi (Fig. 1), then the poorly separated or single modes within the SRT distributions for dimmer luminance levels still contained a proportion of express saccades.

When regular and express saccade distributions temporally merge, the extent to which they overlap is unclear. The potential for overlap poses a significant challenge for dissociating between regular and express saccades at both the neural and behavioral level.
In this study, we addressed this problem by characterizing express saccades around a narrow 30ms window that was constrained by afferent sensory response delays in the SC. However, such an approach can only estimate express saccade latencies as it does not account for potentially overlapping regular saccades in the same range. This approach can potentially result in overestimation wherever overlap exists, and may account for the decreases in express saccades below 3.5 cd/m² that we observed (Fig. 3D).

Expanding Express Saccade Models

Previous models of express saccade generation have hypothesized that an express saccade is generated when the visual response is sufficiently large enough to exceed a neural threshold and generate a saccade (Edelman and Keller 1996). This idea was further developed by Dorris and colleagues (Dorris et al. 1997; Dorris and Munoz 1998) who suggested that it was the combination of both pre-visual activity and the visual response that must cross a neural threshold to trigger the saccade. Based on our results, we propose a further extension of this model (Fig. 8) whereby express saccades generated to high luminance stimuli are more strongly influenced by larger visual responses in the SCi. However, for dimmer stimuli that approach detection thresholds, express saccades have longer SRTs, but can still be generated despite a significantly reduced visual response because of the additional accumulation of buildup activity (Fig. 4, 6B).

Although it may at first seem puzzling that the visual responses of VONLY SC neurons are not different during express saccades given that the “visual grasp reflex” (Hess et al. 1946) is believed to bypass higher order cortical decisions and transform visual responses into saccadic commands (Edelman and Keller 1996; Dorris et
al. 1997; Sparks et al. 2000). However, this seemingly counter-intuitive result can be reconciled via a neural gate implemented downstream of the VONLY neurons that could control whether an express saccade is triggered from the visual response. Isa and colleagues have theorized such a neural gate between the visual only superficial and visual-motor intermediate and deeper layers of the SC that controls express saccades (Isa 2002; Phongphanphanee et al. 2008). This theory suggests that an express saccade is only triggered when the gate is closed and the visual response is directly propagated from the SCs to the SCi to trigger the saccade (Isa 2002). Our results show that during express saccades, the visual response increases in VM neurons (Fig. 5A) but stays the same in VONLY neurons (Fig. 4A). Thus, our results are not inconsistent with this gating mechanism which may exist between SCs and SCi, where express and regular saccadic signals diverge.

Other Neural Parameters Influencing Express Saccades

The combined modulations of the peak visual response and accumulated buildup activity could only account for increases in the proportion of express saccades at target luminance levels below 3.5 cd/m². Above this luminance level, changes to the visual peak or buildup activity could not account for the decrease in express saccades with increasing target luminance that we observed (Fig. 7 A,B). By adding the cumulative pre-saccadic activity of VM neurons during express saccades we accounted for more of the behavioral data, however not all of the proportion of express saccade behavior was accounted for, indicating that additional neural mechanisms likely contribute.
One factor that may also influence express saccade generation is the fixation-related activity located in the rostral pole of the SCi (Munoz and Wurtz 1993a; Munoz and Wurtz 1993b; Dorris and Munoz 1995; Everling et al. 1999). Neurons in the rostral SCi have enhanced tonic discharge during active visual fixation which is hypothesized to aid in anchoring gaze and inhibiting unwanted saccades (Munoz and Wurtz 1993a; Munoz and Wurtz 1993b; Everling et al. 1999; Krauzlis 2005). During the gap period, fixation-related activity in the SCi decreases (Dorris and Munoz 1995; Dorris et al. 1997; Everling et al. 1999) and this decrease co-varies with mean SRT when the gap duration is varied (Dorris and Munoz 1995). However when the gap duration remains constant, the rate of decrease of fixation activity is largely invariant and does not correlate with inter-trial variations in SRT including express saccades (Dorris et al. 1997). This evidence suggests that decreases in fixation activity can only influence SRT (either directly or indirectly) when external stimulus properties (related to the timing of the visual response relative to the disappearance of the fixation point) are altered. As luminance increases, the visual response occurs earlier and allows less time for fixation related activity to decrease and disinhibit the rest of the SC. A recent study of express saccades in humans supports this hypothesis because it was found that express saccades increase when fixation disengagement is facilitated (Bibi and Edelman 2009).

Another possible factor that may influence express saccade generation is the area or size of the visual or motor population response (i.e., point image) within the topographic SC map (McIlwain 1986; Marino et al. 2008; Marino et al. 2012b). This point image is believed to be shaped by nigral inhibition (Hikosaka and Wurtz 1983) and
lateral interactions within the SC itself (i.e., local excitation and distal inhibition) (Munoz and Istvan 1998; Trappenberg et al. 2001; Dorris et al. 2007) that have been shown to differ between SCs and SCi. The SCs exhibits stronger lateral inhibition than the SCi (Phongphanphanee et al. 2014), which suggests that the SCs is more optimized for localizing stimuli, while the SCi is more suitable for implementing an accumulating saccadic decision signal with cortical and basal ganglia influence (Fig. 1).

We have shown previously that the size of the visual point image in the SC changes with luminance (Marino et al. 2007). Furthermore, we used a neural field model of lateral interactions within the SCi to predict that changes to the size of visual point images significantly affected SRT such that increases in point image area decreased and then increased SRT (Marino et al. 2012b). This is because increases in point image size will decrease SRT until the point image grows beyond the hypothesized spatial extent of local excitation and into regions of distal inhibition in the SC which slows SRT. We therefore hypothesize that the reduction in the proportion of express saccades above 3.5 cd/m² could result from larger visual response point images in the SCi that may inhibit the express saccade mechanism. Further study of the relationship between the spatial extent of point images and their influence on saccades is needed to address this possibility.

**Model Limitations**

Here we have proposed a neurophysiological definition of express saccades that includes all visually triggered saccades that are coincident with the early part of the visual response to an abruptly appearing visual target. It is also possible; however, that express
saccades involve other mechanisms that might better account for the overlapping of SRT distributions and the reduction of the visual responses to different types of target stimuli when describing regular and express latency saccades. Future investigations will have to address such problems in order to improve the accuracy of separating regular and express saccades when they overlap in order to improve the description of the underlying neural mechanisms.

Conclusions

Express saccades represent the fastest and most direct sensory to motor transformation in the visual system. The neural mechanisms underlying their generation do not function at a fixed temporal latency but instead are strongly linked to the qualities (timing, magnitude) of the visual response which can be modified by the external properties of the stimulus. Therefore, the likelihood of producing an express saccade is not only depended on advanced motor preparation but is also strongly influenced by visual stimulus properties.
**FIGURE LEGENDS**

**Figure 1.** Conceptual neural model of express saccade generation based on trigger thresholds in the SCi. **1A,** Spiking activity from a visual-motor SCi neuron during a regular (blue lines) and express (red lines) latency saccade. Each vertical line represents a single action potential. **1B,** Spikes expressed as a continuous spike density function. An express saccade is triggered when the combined pre-visual activity (dashed red line) visual response (solid red line) cross a neural threshold (dotted grey line) to trigger an express saccade (Edelman and Keller 1996; Dorris and Munoz 1998). When this combined response does not cross threshold, a regular latency saccade can be triggered at a later time by a separate and distinct motor response (blue line).

**Figure 2.** Schematic representation of temporal events in the delay (**A**) and gap (**B**) tasks for the fixation point (FP), target (T) and eye position (EYE). Vertical gray bars denote key analysis epochs used to classify responses and neurons.

**Figure 3.** Effects of target luminance on express saccades and SC responses in the gap task. **(A)** Relationship between express saccades and visual response latencies. Grey bars denote a histogram of SRTs for correct saccades (above the zero line) and direction error saccades (below the zero line) in the gap task across 7 different luminance levels (column is organized from top to bottom in ascending luminance). The colored lines denote the population activity of 63 VM neurons at each target luminance level in the gap task. Population spike densities (Poisson Kernel) are aligned on target appearance and include all correct trials (luminance specific visually triggered latencies) toward their optimal
location. Dotted lines denote earliest SRT bin where saccades are visually triggered. Shaded SRT bins denote express saccade epoch derived from a combination of visual response timing and earliest visually triggered SRT (see Methods). (B) Temporal modulation of visual response properties (time of visual response onset latency and peak) and the earliest visually triggered saccade latency (first histogram bin when saccade performance exceeds chance). The onset and peak of the visual response are denoted by solid and dotted grey lines respectively. The time of the first correct SRT bin is denoted by a solid black line. (C) Linear correlations between VROL and the peak time of the visual response (gray data points and line) and VROL and the earliest SRT response time (black data points and line). (D) The mean proportion of express saccades across monkeys 1 and 2 determined by the timing of the visual response properties and earliest visually triggered SRT latencies.

**Figure 4.** Neural population spike density functions (Gaussian kernel $\sigma = 5$ms) comparing regular (solid line) and express saccades (dotted lines) for all visual-only neurons (Vs). Population spike densities are aligned on target appearance **4A** and saccade onset **4B** and include all correct trials toward their optimal location in the gap task. Express saccades were separated based on luminance specific ranges (see methods). Colored lines denote the population response at each target luminance level (red: 42.5 cd/m², orange 17.5 cd/m², green 3.5 cd/m², dark blue 0.4 cd/m², cyan 0.044 cd/m², pink 0.005 cd/m², black 0.001 cd/m²). The width of the colored background shading denotes the standard error of the mean. Shaded vertical bars denote the time of the saccade (**4B**). Overlapping black asterisks (top of each subpanel) denote times when the activity for
express saccades and regular saccades were significantly different (5ms window, t-test, p<0.05).

Figure 5. Neural population spike density functions (Gaussian kernel \( \sigma = 5\text{ms} \)) comparing regular (solid line) and express saccades (dotted lines) in visual-motor neurons (VMs). Express saccades were separated based on luminance specific ranges (see methods). Population spike densities are aligned on target appearance 5A and saccade onset 5B and include all correct trials toward their optimal location in the gap task. Colored lines denote the population response at each target luminance level (red: 42.5 cd/m\(^2\), orange 17.5 cd/m\(^2\), green 3.5 cd/m\(^2\), dark blue 0.4 cd/m\(^2\), cyan 0.044 cd/m\(^2\), pink 0.005 cd/m\(^2\), black 0.001 cd/m\(^2\)). The width of the colored background shading denotes the standard error of the mean. Shaded vertical bars denote the pre-visual epoch and time of visual peak (5A), and the pre-saccade epoch (5B). Overlapping black asterisks (top of each subpanel) denote times when the activity for express saccades and regular saccades were significantly different (5ms window, t-test, p<0.05).

Figure 6. A-D. Population spike density functions (Gaussian kernel \( \sigma = 5\text{ms} \)) from VMs without buildup (A) and from all neurons with buildup (VMs and Ms) (B) aligned on target appearance in the gap task. Colored lines denote the population response at each target luminance level (red: 42.5 cd/m\(^2\), orange 17.5 cd/m\(^2\), green 3.5 cd/m\(^2\), dark blue 0.4 cd/m\(^2\), cyan 0.044 cd/m\(^2\), pink 0.005 cd/m\(^2\), black 0.001 cd/m\(^2\)). C,D Mean peak visual response (C) and buildup activity (D) for each luminance level. Buildup activity was
calculated separately as both the instantaneous buildup prior to the visual response (grey line) and the cumulative buildup (black line).

Figure 7. Model predicting express saccade likelihood from SC response parameters. A. Sum of squares error (SSE) from best model fits to the mean proportion of express saccades produced across target luminance levels. Cumulative (white bars) and instantaneous (grey bars) build-up were calculated and modelled separately. Separate model fits were calculated from different combinations of neural parameters in the SC. Parameters modeled included the peak of the visual response (Peak), instantaneous build-up (BU), cumulative build-up (BU), and pre-saccadic (Pre-Sac) activity from VM and V only neurons. B. The calculated parameter weights for the 2 and 3 parameter best fit models. C. Best model fits to 2 and 3 parameter combinations of SC activity to the measured express saccade likelihood at each target luminance level: 1) cumulative buildup and peak visual response (light grey solid line), 2) instantaneous build-up and peak visual response (grey dash-dotted line), and 3) cumulative build-up, peak visual response and pre-saccadic activity (dark grey dotted line).

Figure 8. Our proposed extension of the pre-existing express saccade model whereby bright stimuli trigger early express saccades (red line) and dim stimuli trigger later express saccades (orange line). During express saccades, the merged visual and motor responses produce an elongated visual response that triggers an express saccade when this activity is accumulated and integrated. In this model early express saccades are more prevalent because bright stimuli elicit larger visual responses. A reduced proportion of
late express saccades can still be triggered despite a significantly reduced visual response because of the extra buildup activity that can accumulate.
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